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6.	Let P(x, y) be a polynomial in two complex variables, with complex coefficients, of
maximal degree m in x9 n in y. Suppose that for real x, y such that — 1 ^ x < 1,
— 1 ^7^ 1, IPfcy)! g$ M.  Show that for real x, y such that \x\ ^ 1, \y\ ^ 1,
\P(x,y)\ ^ U(\x\ + Vx2 - l)m(\y\ + v^^T)". (Apply Problem 5 to the function
**m/   \2\ + r2\ +7/)for'^lj'^ 1JExtendt°P01ynomia^sinanynum-
ber of variables.
7.	(a)   Let /(z) be a complex analytic function of one complex variable in the disk B:
\z\ < 1; suppose |/(z)| < M in B and/(0) = 0. Show that |/(z)| ^ M|z| in B (consider
the function/(z)/z, which is analytic in B) ("Schwarz's lemma"). When is equality
possible?
(b) Consider on Cp the norm ||z|| = (|zi|2 + ••• + |zp|2)1/2, for z = (z!,...,zp)
(called the "hermitian norm"). Let B be the ball ||z|| < 1 for that norm, and let/be
a complex valued analytic function in B, such that /(O) = 0 and |/(z)| ^ M in B.
Show that | /(z) | ^ M | |z 11 in B (consider the function / -+f(zi /,..., zp t) of one complex
variable and use a)).
8.	(a)   In the complex field, let R_ (the "negative real half-line") be the subset defined
by J*"(z) = 0, ^(z) ^ 0; let F be the complement of R_ in C. On the other hand, let S
be the set defined by — tt< */(z)< tt. Show that the mapping z->es is a homeo-
morphism of S onto F (use (9.5.7)); the inverse mapping is written z -> log z, and called
the "principal determination of the logarithm of z"; one has log z= log|z| -f am(z)
where   am(z)  is   the   unique  number 6 such that  —7r<Q<7r and z—\z\eie
(the "amplitude" of z). If z, z' and zz' are all in F, show that the difference
log (zz') — log z — log z' is equal to 0,27ri or — 2m.
 (b)	In the ball B: z| < 1, the power series ((—l)nzn/ri)n %i is absolutely convergent;
if/(z) is its sum, show that /(z) = log(l 4- z). (Observe that if z e B, 1 + z e F; show
that /'(z) = 1/(1 4- z), and deduce from that result that /(z) = log(l 4- z) for z real
and — 1 < z < 1; finally, consider the analytic function ef(z) and use (9.9.4).) Conclude
that log z is analytic in F.
 (c)	For any complex number / and any integer n > 0, let
-w+ l)/n\ = £cknt\
' \ = /(, - 1) .-.(/
nj
series
where the ckn are rational numbers I we put I   I = 1 1. Show that the power
(cknz"tk) is absolutely summable in B x C (observe that for any number r > 0,
where a is a constant). Prove that the sum of that series is exp(f log(l 4- z)). (Consider
first the case in which z and t are real, and apply Taylor's formula (8.14.2) to the
function z ^ (1+ z)*. Then use (9.4.4).) The function exp(f log(l + z)) is also written
(1 + z)'; show that for real values of /, |(1 + zf\ = |1 4- z\l-
(d)   If t > 0, show that z-> (1 4- z)* can be extended by continuity to the closed disk
(Use a majoration of I   I similar to the one obtained in (c), observing that
|z| < 1
fors>0, 1 ~-

